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2364-2370                                                                  

The Enterprise-D leads a five-ship contingent of Federation and Klingon forces
against an advance scout of Furies attempting to enter the Alpha Quadrant at
Brundage Point.  The Furies employ a device that uses interspace to affect the
minds of the Enterprise crew and fill them with terror; La Forge and Crusher
conspire to neutralize the beam.  Lt. Sam Redbay successfully conducts a
kamikaze raid against the Furies artificial wormhole’s main power array,
stopping the main Fury fleet from entering the quadrant (TNG:41).

Time:  (?) Redbay just joined crew; 1 day since Starbase (?), Takes two
hours to reach Brundage Point (21), Combat and standoff at Point lasts
approximately six hours
Placement:  Book states Invasion 1 took place more than eighty years
ago. (2), Takes place after Best of Both Worlds (18), Takes place after
episode where Data attempts to learn comedy (41), After the return
of Kahless (95), After the return of Scotty (154)

The Enterprise-D is assigned to pick up delegates from across the Federation
and bring them to the Universal Techno-Fair at the Vulcan Science Academy.
While en route to Vulcan, the Enterprise-D diverts to intercept a Ferengi
vessel leaving Vulcan, carrying an imprisoned Vulcan scientist named Skel.
Skel has in his possession the final remaining vessels that house the Demons.
Skel himself is possessed by a Demon that had mutated into a separate
consciousness that had lived inside of Skel for over eight decades.  Skel’s
fractured mind also contained the katra of his deceased mother, killed during
the Demon possession eighty years ago.  With her help, Deanna manages to
extract the entities from the Enterprise-D crew and passengers (TNG:  40).

Time:  Ent had been picking up passengers for at least a week (17).
Placement:  Takes place after Best of Both Worlds (221), destruction of

Odyssey (258)

The Enterprise-D is diverted to the planet Atropos to evaluate the medical
condition of Vulcan archaeologist T’Sara, who is believed to be suffering from
Bendii’s Syndrome.  When they arrive, they discover that the entire survey
team has been murdered, and their deaths clumsily staged to appear as
suicides by a group of Ferengi.  Orion pirates, also found murdered,
slaughtered the Ferengi.  The crew discovers this was all over possession of
an artifact known as the Devil’s Heart, which Picard attempts to deliver to
Vulcan.  En route, the Enterprise-D is attacked by a Romulan warbird that
also destroys Starbase 193.  Although the Enterprise-D defeats the Warbird,
it suffers heavy damage and loses three crewmen.  The Enterprise-D then
comes under attack by the Bird-of-prey Plath; the Devil’s Heart destroys the
Klingon ship, reacting to Picards’ unconscious demand.  Led by visions, Picard
brings the Heart to a location where he comes in contact with a fleet of
UnDiwahn and the USS Sullivan, which had been commandeered by the
Dynasians.  The Enterprise-D crew convinces them that the Heart has been



destroyed, but instead send the Heart through a wormhole that opens at that
location (TNG:DH).

Placement:  Before Dr. Selar left the Ent-D (29), Riker has never been
to the surface of Vulcan (155), Takes Place before any other story
mentioning the Guardian (185), Takes place one month following the
capture of Hugh (276).
Time:  3.6 days to Vulcan (155), The last remaining member of the
Ikkabar is saved 14 years prior by the USS Clements (36.), In orbit
around Atropos for two days (61)

The Enterprise is diverted to the Romulan Neutral Zone in response to
increased Romulan attacks against outlying colonies.  While an away team
consisting of Dr. Crusher and Data avoid assassination attempts during their
treatment the royal family on Romulus, Ambassador Spock and Doctor
Leonard McCoy, along with Lt. Commander Eric Stiles and his Combat
Support Tender Saskatoon, violate the Red Sector surrounding Pojjana in an
attempt to find Stiles’ cellmate, the only non-affected member of the Romulan
race (TNG:53).

Placement:  Fifteen months after the Romulan defector Rekk Devra was
assassinated on DS9 (135).

2364                                                                            

The Enterprise-D encounters the non-corporeal entity known as Q.

The Enterprise-D travels to Vandor IX to save the life of scientist Paul
Manheim following a serious laboratory accident.  The mission is strained due
to Picard’s previous relationship with Dr. Manheim’s wife, Jenice.

2365                                                                            

Guinan joins the Enterprise-D crew as bartender for the 10-Forward Lounge.

Picard uncovers Iconian relics and comes close to actually finding Iconia.

The Enterprise is caught in an energy vortex near Endicor, creating a future
self of Picard that travels back in time to save the Enterprise-D from
destruction.

A complication in the surgery to replace Picard’s artificial heart at Starbase
515 necessitates Dr. Pulaski’s emergency assistance.

The Enterprise-D encounters a brief temporal anomaly and leaves a buoy to
mark its presence.

Picard defends Data in a hearing in which Starfleet attempts to claim the



android as Starfleet property rather than as a sentient being.  Picard wins and
Starfleet R&D abandons its attempt to claim and dismantle Data for further
study.

A holodeck malfunction allows a construct of the Sherlock Holme’s archenemy
Moriarty to take control of the Enterprise-D.  Data manages to defeat the
construct and save the ship.

2366                                                                            

The Vulcanoid natives of Mintaka III mistake Picard to be a God.  Picard
attempts to rectify this violation of the Prime Directive by turning Mintakan
growth towards the teachings of Surak.

The Enterprise-D serves as transport from Ambassador Sarek to finalize a
treaty with the Legarans.  Sarek, suffering from the early stages of Bendii
Syndrome, performs a mind-meld with Picard in order to find emotional
stability to finish the talks.

Picard meets the archaeologist Vash on Risa.

Picard is captured by the Borg and transformed into the drone known as
Locutus.  As Locutus, Picard leads the Borg to victory at Wolf 359.  The
Enterprise-D crew affects a rescue of Picard and are able to destroy the Borg
vessel before it reaches Earth.  Dr. Crusher salvages Picard.

2367                                                                            

Q teleports the bridge crew of the Enterprise-D into an elaborate fantasy
based on the myth of Robin Hood.

Picard addresses the Federation Archaeology Council.

Picard is chosen by the Klingon emperor K’mpec to serve as Arbiter of
Succession following K’mpec death.  Picard is so chosen to keep various
factions in the Empire from plunging the Empire into civil war.  Picard chooses
Gowron to succeed K’mpec as leader of the Klingon High Council.

2368                                                                           

Picard and Data visit Ambassador Sarek on his deathbed.  Prompted by the
Vulcan diplomat, the two travel in disguise to the Romulan Empire to aid
Spock in his attempts to reunify the Vulcan and Romulan people.

Picard is stranded on a planet with the Tamarian captain Dathon.



Enterprise recovers the sole survivor of a crashed Borg survey ship.  The
Borg, cut off from the collective, shows signs of developing an individual
personality and names himself Hugh.  Hugh is returned to the collective in the
hopes that his newfound identity will infect the collective like a virus.

While investigating a probe from the long-dead Kataan culture, Picard is given
the memories of the life of a Kataani named Kamin.  Picard retains the
memories and skills of this individual, including the ability to play the
Ressikan flute.

2369                                                                            

Picard helps archaeologist Richard Galen to decipher a message left by a race
that lived four billion year ago.

During heart surgery, Q places Picard in an alternate reality where Picard had
played his life more safely and had never received an artificial heart, nor ever
attained the rank of Captain.

Picard defeats a group of thieves attempting to steal a deserted Enterprise
while the ship is exposed to a lethal barium sweep during maintenance.

Picard shares a brief relationship with crewman Neela Daren.  Daren requests
a transfer from the Enterprise after a near fatal away mission, in which she
discovers that Picard’s concern for her affects their professional relationship.

Picard and several other crewmembers find themselves reverted back in age
to children.  As such, the children thwart a Ferengi attempt to capture the
Enterprise-D.  With the help of Dr. Crusher and Transporter engineer Miles
O’Brien, they are eventually returned to their normal selves.

The holo-construct of Moriarty once again attempts to take over the ship.
Data creates a new holo-reality where Moriarty does indeed triumph, and the
holo-construct is immersed in a world he created.

The Enterprise-D travels to DS9 to transfer Miles O’Brien to his new post (EM:
104).

The Enterprise-D goes to the Lapolis system (EM: 104).

2370                                                                            

While the Enterprise-D conducts routine planetary surveys, Picard and Worf
are assigned by Starfleet command to seek out former Starfleet officer
Richard Brant.  Brant is a Maquis renegade who has discerned the location of
Duljinian’s Hoard, a planetary treasury stolen by the Cardassian centuries
before.  The Hoard supposedly consists of an element called glor’ya which
reactive properties are similar to those of dilithium only much more powerful.



Posing as pirates, the pair travel deep into the Badlands, defeating both
Cardassian and Romulan factions attempting to locate the Hoard.  The pirate
ship destroyed, Picard and crew take over the Romulan warship and discover
within the Badlands a wormhole that leads to another galaxy where Brant has
allied himself with rebels fighting a star-spanning Empire.  Picard and Worf
obtain a sample of the rare element to return to Starfleet.   (CT: 2)

Time:  Takes place several months before peace talks on Madigoor IV.,
Travel time to Milassos IV (1 week?), One day on Milassos IV, Two days
to Cardassian attack., Reached Hel’s Gate three days after Cardassian
and Romulan attack, Two days in alternate universe, (Estimate) 14 days
back to Enterprise
Captain Picard attends the Federation-Cardassian Union Treaty talks on
Madigoor IV.  (CT: 2)
Time:  Takes place one year after peace accord between Federation and
Cardassians.

Picard poses as an archaeologist and joins a pirate crew searching for a
psionic super weapon developed by the Vulcans prior to Surak’s Reformation.

The Enterprise-D crew is devolved due to exposure to an alien virus.  With
Data’s help, Picard manages to disseminate a cure to the crew.

A Ferengi named Bok attempts to hurt Picard in an elaborate trap using the
son of Miranda Vigo, Jason Vigo.  Bok resequences Jason’s DNA to make it
appear that he is the son of Picard.  Then, Bok attempts to kill Jason in
retaliation for the death of his own son, killed in combat with the Stargazer at
the battle of Maxia Zeta.

The Q Continuum tests Picard’s ability to comprehend the unknown, creating
an anti-time phenomenon that threatens to destroy both the present, past,
and future.  With the help of the crews of the past and future Enterprise-D’s,
Picard manages to halt the anti-time stream and win the Continuum’s test.

2371                                                                            

Q shifts Captain Picard through time, both to a possible future where he is
dying of Irumodic Syndrome, and to the past just prior to his taking command
of the Enterprise-D.  The time shifts lead Picard to take the Enterprise-D ina ll
time periods to the Devron system in the Romulan Neutral Zone, where an
anti-time subspace anomaly, caused by a atachyon pulse from all three ships,
is threatening to destroy the galaxy. Using each vessel to create a static warp
shell, the subspace rupture is repaired, though the action causes the
destuction of all three vessels.  Q determines that Picard has passed the test
and returjns him to present time, just prior to his first time shift (TNG: AGT).

2372                                                                            



The Enterprise-D is directed to the Romulan Neutral Zone to barter for the
release of Ambassador Spock, who was captured by Romulan forces on
Constanthus with a number of Unificationists.  The talks, however, are
complicated by Admiral McCoy taking command of the Enterprise-D,
convinced that Picard is taking too long, and by Montgomery Scott, who had
stolen a museum Constitution-Class ship and been captured by the Romulans
in an attempt to rescue Spock.  A rescue team comprised of Data, Mr.
LaForge and Cmmdr. Riker are captured while attempting to rescue Scott,
who had in fact already escaped custody and affects their rescue.  Together,
the group uses the antiquated Yorktown to approach Constanthus and
retrieve Spock and his Unificationists. Together, Picard and McCoy bluff the
pursuing Romulans into letting the rescue mission leave Romulan Space
(TNG:C).

Placement:  Takes place in the eighth year of Picard's command (HN),
McCoy is 145 (237), Doctor Sela (284), After All Good Things (294)

Enterprise thwarts an attempt by renegade Klingons to develop a trilithium
bomb.  The scientist behind the trilithium bomb, an El-Aurien named Dr.
Tolian Sorren, intends to use the device to destroy the star of the Veridian
star system.  This will change the path of the spatial anomaly known as the
Nexus and allow Soran access to the phenomena.  Dr. Soran originally
succeeds in his task, destroying both the Veridian star system and the
Enterprise-D.  Picard, however, enters the Nexus as well and with the aid of
James T. Kirk, travel back to Veridian III just prior to its destruction and
defeat Dr. Soran.  Kirk is killed in the fight, and the Enterprise-D is still
destroyed in a fight with the renegade Klingon warship (STG).

Placement:  Takes place 78 years after 2294 (72), Worf has served on
the Enterprise for eight years (76)

During the evacuation of Enterprise crew from Veridian, Worf proposes to
Deanna Troi and goes with her to Betazed to get Lwaxanna’s approval.  Under
the command of Sela and Tom Riker, Romulans kidnap Deanna and Worf’s
son.  Worf rescues Will Riker, mistaken for Tom Riker, from a Cardassian
penal colony, and track Deanna through Riker’s link as Imzadi, bolstered by
the power of a comatose Lwaxanna.  Tom Riker, Odo, and Picard defuse
Sela’s plan to destroy the Klingon homeworld with a genetically engineered
virus.  Word breaks his engagement and takes a leave of absence from
Starfleet to join the monastery of Boreth (ST:Im2, DS9WW: 84, TNG: TR).

Commander LaForge and Data obtain permission by the Vulcan Science
Academy to go perform an archeological expedition to to Trilex Prime (TNG:
TR).

Commander Riker oversees the dismantling of the Enterprise-D on Veridian
III to enforce Prime Directive considerations for the pre-industrial inhabitants
of Veridian IV (TNG: TR).



One month after the beginning of operations, Commander Spock arrives to
join honor guard returning Kirk’s body to Earth.   A sneak attack by the
Romulan vessel Avatar of Tomed forces destroys the USS Farragut and takes
Kirk’s body (TNG, TR).  With the help of a Borg unit conspiring with the
Empire to destroy the Federation, James Kirk is resurrected b Borg nanites
and a machine that copies the mental engrams of Kirk just prior to his death.
Kirk is conditioned and programmed as an assassin to seek out and kill Picard
to keep him from being used as a weapon against a Borg during invasion.
The Enterprise command crew at Deep Space Nine captures Kirk.  Dr. Crusher
and Picard, working with Starfleet intelligence on the Core Frontier, discover a
Borg station hidden in Transwarp.  Spock, captured by the Borg on Romulus,
is brought to the station too.  All three manage to escape and join the
remaining command crew on the USS Monitor.  Dr. Bashir and Dr. McCoy
manage to remove the Borg implant from Kirk's brain but are unable to clear
the nanites in his body, which are killing him again.  Spock discovers that
V’Ger was in fact, part of the collective, and uses his memories from the mind
meld with V’Ger to pinpoint the Borg home world.  Using captured Borg
transwarp drives, the Monitor, codenamed Enterprise for the duration of the
mission, enters the Delta Quadrant and approaches the Borg home world.
Kirk sacrifices himself in shutting down the Central Node, thereby severing
individual Borg collectives from one another and thereby sabotaging the
invasion (TNG: TR).

Time:  Monitor in orbit over SB804 for three days
Placement:  McCoy is 144.

2373                                                                           

A Borg vessel enters Federation space near Deep Space Five on a direct
course to Earth.  The Enterprise-E is directed to patrol the Romulan Neutral
Zone in case they attempt to use the situation to attack Federation targets.
After the disastrous first engagement with the Borg, Picard takes the
Enterprise-E to Earth's introduction to the intergalactic community.  The
Enterprise gives chase and stops the Borg; sixty-seven crewmembers are lost
to assimilation.  To ensure that the Prime Directive is not violated, Dr.
Crusher uses chemicals to block Lily and Cochrane’s memories of the events.
(TNG: FC)

Placement:  No unusual activity along Romulan Neutral Zone for nine
months (10), Placement:  Enterprise-E has been operational for one
year (11), Data has not had sex for nine years, seven months, sixteen
days (176)

The Enterprise-E rescues dozens of children who survive a deadly radiation
storm on
Arcadia VI.  The survivors are transported to DS7 (TNG:47, 105).



Placement: A few weeks earlier than the attempt to breach Great
Barrier

The Enterprise-E transports famed Betazed scientist Lem Faal and his children
to the Great Galactic Barrier to attempt to tunnel through the barrier using an
artificial wormhole.  The experiment is hindered by Q and his family, along
with the Calamarain, who both seek to keep the Enterprise from breaching
the barrier (TNG: 47)

Paradox: Refers to Kirk's Death at Veridian III (TNG:47, 95).

2374                                                                            

A mysterious plague strikes the agricultural sectors of the Federation.  The
epidemic uses animals as hosts and spreads to chlorophyll-type plants,
causing them to die (STA).
While enforcing the quarantine blockade around Alta Vista, the Enterprise-E
gets into a conflict with a vessel attempting to escape the blockade, the
Federation cruiser Bennett.  The Bennett and its Vulcan commander, Stron,
are seemingly destroyed; Picard and crew soon discover, however, that Stron
facilitated both the escape of his crew and of his cargo, a mutated form of
Alta Vista Mist that is used to spread the virus to new planets.   The station
manager of Gamow Station implicates herself after taking Picard hostage.
Riker effects the captain’s rescue, the terrorists, revealed to be Symmetrists,
self-destruct the base and commit suicide rather than be captured (STA).

Placement: Takes place after Star-Trek: First Contact (13)., 2 yrs
between Sarek and Unification (STA, 33)

Ambassador Spock is presented with evidence that his father’s chief advisor,
Ki Aloysius Mendrossen, served as a spy for the Romulans.  As such,
Mendrossen routinely reported on Sarek’s work on the Amtara reparations,
the redrafting of Federation First Contact protocols, Romulan unification, and
the restoration of the Andorian drallstone. Furthermore, Mendrossen also
implicated himself in the murder of Ambassador Sarek (STA, 70)

Ambassador Spock and the crew of the USS Tobias led by James T. Kirk are
arrested on Vulcan following a firefight with Symmetrists.  The group affect
their escape from Spacedock security and escape, narrowly evading the
Enterprise-E.  The Enterprise follows them to Tarsus Iv and the Symmetrist's
secret headquarters. The Symmetrist virogen is destroyed and an antigen
created with the help of Dr. Leonard McCoy. Fourteen Enterprise crewmen are
killed in the battle with the Symmetrists (STA).

Placement:  Two years, two months, and six days after Data implants
his emotion chip  in Star Trek: Generations (STA, 354).



Captains Picard and MacKenzie are directed by Starfleet Intelligence to join
the criminal organization led by Thallonian General Thul and arms dealer
Zolon Darg.  While transporting Commander Riker to Earth for the
bicentennial of the Resolution of Non-Interference, the starship Independence
responds to a distress signal from the Daystrom Institute Outpost, under
attack by Darg who steals the experimental Omega 9 computer.  The
Independence is destroyed by Romulans led by Sela, who in subsequent
actions against the Excalibur is captured and rendered mind-dead during an
abortive mind meld.  Picard and MacKenzie uncover Thul’s plan to destroy the
Federation by using the Omega 9 to cause replicators to produce his Double
Helix virus across the federation.  The Captains foil the plan, kill Thul and
Darg, and destroy Thul’s base of operations, a massive cloaked Dyson sphere
(TNG: 55).

Placement:  After Star Trek: First Contact

Captains Picard and Kirk participate in an orbital skydiving jump over Bajor.
After nearly being killed due to faulty equipment, the two captains visit an
archeological ruin where a former Cardassian camp leader and a Bajoran
traitor are sabotaging the dig in order to retrieve an Orb of the Prophets.
After Picard is apparently killed in an explosion, Kirk uncovers the
conspirators and the Orb is buried under the Inland Sea. (ST:CP).

Placement:  30 yrs after Cardassian Occupation

An alien entity begins universal entropy.  Unwilling to have his family
destroyed, Q enlists the aid of Picard and Data on a metaphysical journey to
stop her actions.  Their attempts are blocked by an alternate reality Locutus,
a member of the M Continuum, and the God Entity.  In the end, Q manages
to convince the entity to restore the universe (IQ).

Paradox:  Picard states he does not know Q has a family - contradicts
Q-Zone, etc.

Geordi, Worf, and Data are used as pawns by the Sullurh in fomenting civil
unrest between the Federation and the K’Vin Hegemony on the artificial world
of Kirlos.  The Enterprise is called to Tehuan to repel raider attack.  The
raiders turn out to be members of the long missing Ariantu, who are
attempting to reclaim Kirlos.  The Enterprise crew on Kirlos prevent the planet
from being used as a doomsday weapon against the K’Vin, and the Sullurh
are recognized as the legitimate inhabitants of Kirlos (TNG:12).

2375                                                                            

The Enterprise responds to a supposed malfunction of Data, assigned to a
supposed cultural investigation of the Ba’ku culture.  Instead, the crew
discovers that Data has uncovered a plan by the So’na and Starfleet Admiral



Dougherty to forcibly remove the Ba’ku from their world in order to deploy a
device that would collect the metaphasic radiation of Ba’ku and leave the
planet uninhabitable.  Picard and an away team attempt to help the Ba’ku
remain on planet while Riker engages So’na vessels in an attempt to contact
the Federation Council regarding the events on Ba’ku.  With the help of
sympathetic So’na, Picard stops the So’na commander from deploying the
collector and secures the Ba’ku’s claim to the planet. (TNG:Ins).

Placement:  2 years after First Contact (27).
Paradox:  The movie ends with the destruction of the converter.  In the
novel, the converter is not destroyed, but the So’na commander Ruafo
is killed in his last ditch effort to deploy to collector.

To Be Placed                                                               

The Enterprise serves as a neutral meeting place for Byfrexian, Cordian, and
Luss ambassadors to enter peace negotiations with the Sindareen, who had
been waging a war against the three civilizations.  The Sindareen from an
alternate future send an assassin back in time using the Guardian of Forever
to kill Deanna Troi before she can determine the Sindareen’s plans to betray
the peace process in sneak attacks against the Federation.  The assassination
is prevented by a future version of William Riker who travels back in time to
save her, despite meeting resistance from future versions of Captain Data of
the Enterprise-F, who attempts to preserve the integrity of their timeline
(TNG:Imz)

14 d The Enterprise travels to Andor to mediate the succession of the throne after
the mysterious death of Andorian King Colleev.  While retrieving the former
King Thurl from his self-imposed exile on Pacifica, Picard is forced to sneak
back to Andoria with Prince Yevan when Thurl is killed while swimming.
Captured by one of the two factions threatening Andro with civil war, the
Prince convinces the faction to back his coronation, only to turn about and
order a plebiscite to establish a democracy on Andor (ENL).

?? Following their return from the Mirror Universe, the Enterprise crew attempts
to discover a cure for the poison that has ravaged Teilani.  Teilani gives birth
to a mutated child.  In exchange for a cure, Kirk agrees to help Tiberius gain
access to a First Federation base.  The base turns out to be empty save for a
Preserver obelisk.

42d ? Investigating the obelisk, Picard travels to Memory Alpha, where he is taken
captive by psychhistorians who have identified the end of the universe as
occurring within weeks, and being caused by the decision of one man – James
T. Kirk.  Picard negotiatese with his captors and together with Kirk, Tiberius,
and the Enterprise they travel to Halkan, where a Ferengi experiment
involving the dilithium deposits of that world threaten the destruction of both
the Mirror Universe and our own.  While negotiating with the USS Pathfinder
to halt the experiment, the Ferengi attack.  The Pathfinder is destroyed in the



attack, and Kirk’s wife Teilani is killed.  However, the experiment is halted
and the Preserver’s test is passed (ST: P).

Time: 2 weeks (45), six weeks since birth (126), five days since Picard’s
rescue (201)
Placement:  takes place before Voyager’s return to the Alpha Quadrant
(57) but just before the battle for Cardassia Prime in the Dominion War
(233)



Crew History                                                               

Picard, Jean-Luc                                                                                    
2305 Born in LaBarre France
2320(?) Studies under renowned archaelogist Richard Galen
2322 Application rejected by Starfleet
2323 Accepted to Starfleet Academy.
???? Won Academy marathon on Danula II (Delula II)
2330(?) Saved Federation ambassador from Milika III
2333 Takes command of Stargazer after captain is killed
2354 First officer Jack Crusher is killed
???? Picard has a brief affair with Miranda Vigo while on Earth
2355 Picard is forced to evacuate Stargazer following attack by Ferengi vessel
2363 Picard becomes captain of the Enterprise D
2364 Turns down admiralty position
2366 Picard is used by the Borg to deliver a crushing defeat to Starfleet at

Wolf 359
2371 Enterprise D destroyed at Veridia III
2374 Attends the Nel Bato Conference

Dr. Beverly Crusher                                                                              
???? Interned with Dr. Quince on Delos IV.

William Riker                                                                                         
???? Led a cadet fighter squadron against attack on a Federation base near

Chala IV.
???? Served as first officer on the Hood under Captain DeSoto

Worf                                                                                                        
???? After suffering injuries in the Almron preserve, Work uses a first-aid and

cloning station in the park (teenager) (TNG:TR, 81).
2372 Following the destruction of the Ent-C, Worf takes a leave of absence

from Starfleet and joins the monastery of Boreth (DS9WW: 84)
2372 Worf takes personal leave on Qo’Nos (TNG:TR).

MacKenzie Calhoun                                                                               
2368 As an Intelligence Operative, Calhoun destroys Zolon Darg’s weapons

smuggling ring.


